World History
Unit V Study Guide – Industrialism and Imperialism

Name:
Section:
Score: _____/5

Directions: Using your notes, handouts, and readings answer the following
questions to help prepare you for the Unit V Test on Imperialism and Global
Integration.

Theme I – Changing Political Thought
Rise of political movements away from the traditional landed aristocracy
1. Absolutism
- What was the role of the king in an absolutist government?

-

Who were some absolutists leaders and what country were they from?

2. Marxism/Communism
- How did the societal structure of Europe change due to industrialism?

3. Napoleon
- How did Napoleon control his empire? What elements of Absolutism and Liberalism did he use?

4. Liberalism
- How were the ideas of Liberalism different than the ideas of Absolutism?

-

What is the role of people in a Liberal government?

-

Why would the ideas of Liberalism be so dangerous to the established power structure?

-

How did liberalism impact the following areas?
1. Austria

2. Russia

3. Ottoman Empire

-

What were the ideas of the following people that were contributed to Liberalism?
a. John Locke

b. Baron de Montesquieu

c. Jean Jacques Rousseau

Theme 2 - Liberty
The drive for freedom of thought and self-determination for nations and classes
1. How did Liberalism lead the following areas/people to seek independence or a change of government?
From who? How?
a. British Colonies/The United States

b. Don Miguel Hidalgo

c. Simon Bolivar

d. Jose de San Martin

e. France

Theme 3 – Efficiency
Smooth operation of business and government
1. What were the benefits and disadvantages of using the following forms of government to rule a
country?
a. Communism

b. Liberalism

c. Absolutism

2. Industrialism
a. What were the necessary resources and societal structures needed to industrialize?

b. Who were the first ones to industrialize?

c. What advantages did industrial nations have over non-industrialized nations?

Theme 4 – Global Integration
Further connecting regions of the world economically and politically
1. Imperialism
a. How was Imperialism different than colonialism?

b. Analyze the impact that the following empires had on Asia and Africa. Why were they there?
What were the benefits and disadvantages of them imperializing Asia or Africa?
a. Britain in India

b. French in Vietnam

c. Japan in Korea

d. Europeans in Africa

e. Europeans in China
c. How did imperialism further connect the world Economically, Politically, and Socially?

